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CONTENT

Musical
learning

Introduction/
warm up

Main part of
the lesson
to include
some
aspects of:

Singing
Composing
Performing
Listening
Appraising

SUMMER TERM 1

LESSON 1 2 3

TEACHING AND LEARNING




Resources

CHOCOLATE

sing songs in a variety of styles with an increasing awareness of the tone of their
voices and the shape of the melody
sing confidently as part of a small group or solo being aware of posture and good
diction

(a) Sing Up website: CHOCOHOLICS
(b) PowerPoint slide: CHOC FEST
(c) mp3 recording CHOC FEST
CHOC FEST a cumulative and ironic warm-up song to the familiar tune ‘One finger
on thumb keep moving’ (words on page 2). Display the PowerPoint slide of the lyrics
and join in with the mp3 recording. Notice that the ‘eating’ verb changes on every
verse.
NB: Please ensure that pupils see this as a humorous activity and not an invitation!!!
(1) Display the words and play the performance track of CHOCOHOLICS (Sing Up),
encouraging pupils to join in with the chanted maths ‘division’ statements each time.
(2) Notice the alliterative feature i.e. that every pupil’s name begins with L. Sing along
to the performance track, ensuring a humorous and bouncy interpretation.
(3) Allocate the 7 singing roles: Lewis, Laxmi, Luke, Leah, Lee, Lara and Leroy to
volunteers, and choose a confident soloist for the narrator’s role. Ask everyone else to
sing ’Wow!’ and chant the division statements, too. Try using the backing track, only,
and eventually, sing without the displayed lyrics.
(4) Encourage the class to suggest ways of staging the song – including the 7 friends’
entries and exits - and perhaps trying out new voices for the solo parts?
(5) Can pupils add some untuned percussion patterns or sound effects? Will a giant
bar of chocolate feature in your performance?

Ideas for
revisiting in
the week

Practise your performance ready for a school assembly, include every class member
on stage and work on making the presentation as entertaining as possible.

CHOC FEST Sing to the familiar tune ‘One finger one thumb keep moving’
One Cadbury’s bar - keep eating x3!
I’ll soon weigh more than a ton!
One Cadbury’s bar, a finger of Twix – keep chewing x3
I’ll soon weigh more than a ton!
One Cadbury’s bar, a finger of Twix, a Toblerone – keep scoffing x3
I’ll soon weigh more than a ton!
One Cadbury’s bar, a finger of Twix, a Toblerone, a Snickers or two – keep munching!
I’ll soon weigh more than a ton!

